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Boredom 2011-07-20 the novels that the great italian writer alberto moravia wrote in the years
following world war ii represent an extraordinary survey of the range of human behavior in a fragmented
modern society boredom the story of a failed artist and pampered son of a rich family who becomes
dangerously attached to a young model examines the complex relations between money sex and imperiled
masculinity this powerful and disturbing study in the pathology of modern life is one of the masterworks
of a writer who as anthony burgess once remarked was always trying to get to the bottom of the
human imbroglio
A Philosophy of Boredom 2005-04-15 am account of boredom something that we have all suffered from
yet actually know very little about
L'Ennui 1969 considerada como el volumen central de una trilog�a iniciada con los indiferentes y
concluida con la vida interior el tedio ofrece un retrato profundo y despiadado de un individuo sin
estructura sin apoyos alienado de la vida social el tedio es una historia de crisis de fracasos de
desilusiones su protagonista analizado en sus tres aspectos principales como artista como hombre como
amante acaba siempre por chocar inevitablemente contra la realidad una realidad que le rechaza porque a
todos sus intentos de aprehenderla por ejemplo consiguiendo a la mujer que ama topa siempre con el mismo
acomodaticio axioma la realidad es la realidad manuel v�zquez montalb�n dijo una de las novelas m�s
reveladoras de alberto moravia
El tedio 2016-07-07 considerato come il cardine di un ideale trilogia iniziata con gli indifferenti e
conclusa con la vita interiore la noia 1960 ci offre un ritratto profondo e spietato di un individuo senza
strutture senza appoggi alienato dalla vita sociale � la storia del pittore borghese e sfaccendato dino
assalito dalla noia verso tutto ci� che lo circonda una storia di crisi di fallimenti di delusioni dal
conflitto con la madre di cui disprezza i valori borghesi al mancato sollievo che spera di trovare nella
pittura fino alla relazione con la giovane modella cecilia che vuole avere dominare svalutare per
poterla afferrare dino viene descritto nei suoi tre aspetti di artista di uomo di amante finendo per
scontrarsi inevitabilmente con la realt� una realt� che cerca di superare ed evitare e che allo stesso
tempo in modo tautologico gli si nega come una coperta troppo corta una volta abbandonata l arte il
sesso ed il denaro rimangono gli unici strumenti per entrare in contatto con il mondo finch� il sospetto di
un tradimento non fa sprofondare dino in una spirale di lucida follia
La noia 2011-05-02 this comprehensive text is a unique handbook dedicated to research on boredom the
book brings together leading contributors from across three continents and numerous fields to provide
an interdisciplinary exploration of boredom its theoretical underpinnings its experiential properties and
the applied contexts in which it occurs boredom is often viewed as a mental state with little utility
though recent research suggests that it can be a powerful motivator of human behavior that shapes our
actions in many ways the book examines boredom from a range of perspectives and is comprised of three
parts part i delves into the theoretical approaches to boredom presenting methods for its measurement
explaining when and why boredom occurs and scrutinizing the impact it has on our behavior part ii focuses
on the psychological and neural properties of boredom and its associations with a multitude of mental
and interpersonal processes such as self control mind wandering flow and aggression part iii presents
boredom in practical contexts like school and work and sheds light on its role for health related
behaviors psychosocial well being and aesthetic experiences the book concludes by summarizing the state
of boredom research identifying promising areas for future research and providing directions for how
research on boredom can be advanced as the authoritative book on boredom this handbook is an essential
resource for students and researchers of psychology sociology education sport science and computer
science
The Routledge International Handbook of Boredom 2024-04-30 providing the most complete record
possible of texts by italian writers active after 1900 this annotated bibliography covers over 4 800
distinct editions of writings by some 1 700 italian authors many entries are accompanied by useful notes
that provide information on the authors works translators and the reception of the translations this
book includes the works of pirandello calvino eco and more recently andrea camilleri and valerio manfredi
together with robin healey s italian literature before 1900 in english translation also published by
university of toronto press in 2011 this volume makes comprehensive information on translations from
italian accessible for schools libraries and those interested in comparative literature
Italian Literature since 1900 in English Translation 1929-2016 2019-03-07 boredom is a ubiquitous
feature of modern life endured by everyone it is both cause and effect of modernity and of situations
spaces and surroundings as such this book argues boredom shares an intimate relationship with
architecture one that has been seldom explored in architectural history and theory boredom architecture
and spatial experience investigates that relationship showing how an understanding of boredom affords
us a new way of looking at and understanding the modern experience it reconstructs a series of episodes in
architectural history from the 19th century to the present to survey how boredom became a normalized
component of the everyday how it infiltrated into the production and reception of architecture and how
it serves to diagnose moments of crisis in the continuous transformations of the built environment erudite
and innovative the work moves deftly from architectural theory and philosophy to literature and
psychology to make its case combining archival material scholarly sources and illuminating excerpts
from conversations with practitioners and thinkers including charles jencks rem koolhaas sylvia lavin
and jorge silvetti it reveals the complexity and importance of boredom in architecture
Boredom, Architecture, and Spatial Experience 2021-02-11 introducing the notion of boredom into the
academic context boredom and academic work proposes a fresh sociological perspective on boredom and
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academic work alike it invites a reader to reflect on the essence of boredom and the nature of academic
work from the sociological perspective it constitutes methodological and conceptual guidance for all
those interested in their own emotions both at work and outside it also provides an original
interactional and essential definition of boredom and a novel standpoint for observing academic work
both in its systemic and practical level and shows how the academic system influences its subjects well
being motivation emotions and practices covering various approaches from the qualitative methodology
linguistics sociology of work emotions and higher education and telling a story of research and teaching
university staff the book will be of interest to researchers in a broad range of areas and the general
academic public as well
La noia 1961 this book offers a unique perspective on the topic of boredom with chapters written by
diverse representatives of various mental health disciplines and philosophical approaches on one hand
studying boredom involves the mental processes of attention memory perception creativity or language
use on the other boredom can be understood by taking into account many pathological conditions such
as depression stress and anxiety this book seeks to fill the knowledge gap in research by discussing
boredom through an interdisciplinary dialogue giving a comprehensive overview of the past and current
literature within boredom studies while discussing the neural bases and causes of boredom and its
potential consequences and implications for individual and social well being chapters explore the many
facets of boredom including understanding the cognitive affective mechanisms underlying experiences of
boredom philosophical perspectives on boredom self consciousness and narrative how boredom shapes
both basic and complex human thoughts feelings and behavior analyzing boredom within freudian and
lacanian frameworks boredom is in your mind a shared psychological philosophical approach is a
pioneering work that brings together threads of cross disciplinary boredom research into one
comprehensive resource it is relevant for graduate students and researchers in myriad intersecting
disciplines among them cognitive psychology cognitive neurosciences and clinical psychology as well as
philosophy logic religion and other areas of the humanities and social sciences
Boredom and Academic Work 2021-07-30 henri lefebvre boredom and everyday life culls together the
scattered fragments of henri lefebvre s 1901 1991 unrealized sociology of boredom in assembling these
fragments sprinkled through lefebvre s vast oeuvre patrick gamsby constructs the core elements of
lefebvre s latent theory of boredom themes of time modernity everyday space urban suburban and mass
culture culture industry industry culture are explored throughout the book unveiling a concealed
dialectical movement at work with the experience of boredom in analyzing the dialectic of boredom gamsby
argues that lefebvre s project of a critique of everyday life is key for making sense of the linkages between
boredom and everyday life in the modern world
Boredom Is in Your Mind 2019-09-23 boredom as an impetus for architectural theory and practice any
theorist or practitioner of architecture must confront and even be compelled by boredom called ennui
langeweile or acedia boredom is a pressing concern as the production and obsolescence of images
accelerates with new technologies leaving individuals saturated with information presented in fleeting
displays that are easy to produce easy to delete and easy to consume in this innovative book andreea
mihalache discusses the work of a quartet of well known thinkers designer bernard rudofsky architects
robert venturi and denise scott brown and artist saul steinberg who all recognized this form of
exhaustion and shallowness as the disease of the modern world rudofsky found it in a deeper and more
intimate engagement between the human body and its environment proclaiming less is a bore venturi and
later scott brown explored excess as the remedy to boredom with detachment and irony steinberg mocked
the homogenous architecture of the american city taken together mihalache shows these four offer a
comprehensive view of the alienated relationship of individuals with their world at three different yet
interrelated scales the body the building and the urban space
Henri Lefebvre, Boredom, and Everyday Life 2022-09-23 this book looks at kierkegaard with a fresh
perspective shaped by the history of ideas framed by the terms romanticism and modernism modernism here
refers to the kind of intellectual and literary modernism associated with georg brandes and such later
nineteenth and early twentieth century figures as j p jacobsen nietzsche dostoevsky ibsen all often
associated with kierkegaard in early secondary literature and the young georg lukacs this movement
currently attracting increasing scholarly attention fed into such varied currents of twentieth century
thought as bolshevism as in lukacs himself fascism and the early existentialism of e g shestov and the
radical culture journal the brenner in which kierkegaard featured regularly and whose readers included
martin heidegger each of these movements has arguably its own romantic aspect and kierkegaard thus
emerges as a figure who holds together or in whom are reflected both the aspirations and contradictions
of early romanticism and its later nineteenth and twentieth century inheritors kierkegaard s specific
staging of his authorship in the contemporary life of copenhagen then undergoing a rapid transformation
from being the backward capital of an absolutist monarchy to a modern cosmopolitan city provides a
further focus for the volume in this situation the early romantic experience of nature as providing a
source of healing and an experience of unambiguous life is transposed into a more complex and ultimately
catastrophic register in articulating these tensions kierkegaard s authorship provided a mirror to his age
but also anticipated and influenced later generations who wrestled with their own versions of this
situation
The Empty Canvas [by] Alberto Moravia [pseud] 1961 a new edition of the bestselling classic published
with a special introduction to mark its 10th anniversary this pioneering account sets out to understand
the structure of the human brain the place where mind meets matter until recently the left hemisphere of
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our brain has been seen as the rational side the superior partner to the right but is this distinction true
drawing on a vast body of experimental research iain mcgilchrist argues while our left brain makes for a
wonderful servant it is a very poor master as he shows it is the right side which is the more reliable and
insightful without it our world would be mechanistic stripped of depth colour and value
Fictional Worlds and the Political Imagination 2024-07-18 in the first book to argue for the benefits
of boredom peter toohey dispels the myth that it s simply a childish emotion or an existential malaise like
jean paul sartre s nausea he shows how boredom is in fact one of our most common and constructive
emotions and is an essential part of the human experience this informative and entertaining investigation of
boredom what it is and what it isn t its uses and its dangers spans more than 3 000 years of history and
takes readers through fascinating neurological and psychological theories of emotion as well as recent
scientific investigations to illustrate its role in our lives there are australian aboriginals and bored
romans jeffrey archer and caged cockatoos camus and the early christians durer and degas toohey also
explores the important role that boredom plays in popular and highbrow culture and how over the
centuries it has proven to be a stimulus for art and literature toohey shows that boredom is a
universal emotion experienced by humans throughout history and he explains its place and value in today
s world boredom a lively history is vital reading for anyone interested in what goes on when supposedly
nothing happens
Boredom and the Architectural Imagination 2013-01-10 influential innovative and aesthetically
experimental the films of michelangelo antonioni are widely recognized as both exemplars of cinema and key
in ushering in its new or modern incarnation around 1960 antonioni and the aesthetics of impurity offers a
radical rethinking of the director s work it argues against prevalent understandings of it in terms of both
cinematic purity and indebtedness to painting reconnecting antonioni s aesthetically audacious films of
the 1960s and 1970s to the ferment of their historical time antonioni and the aesthetics of impurity
brings into relief these works crucial yet overlooked affinity with the new impure art practices of john
cage franco vaccari robert smithson piero gilardi and andy warhol among others that precipitated the
demotion of painting from its privileged position as a paradigm for all the arts revealing an antonioni
who embraced both mixed and mass media and reflected on them via cinema the book replaces auteuristic if
not hagiographic accounts of the director s work with a new understanding of its critical significance
across the modern visual arts and culture more broadly
Kierkegaard and the Quest for Unambiguous Life 2019-02-14 roland barthes the author of such
enduringly influential works as mythologies and camera lucida was one of the most important cultural
critics of the post war era since his death in 1980 new writings have continued to be discovered and
published the afterlives of roland barthes is the first book to revisit and reassess barthes thought in
light of these posthumously published writings covering work such as barthes mourning diary the notes
for his projected vita nova and many writings yet to be translated into english neil badmington reveals a
very different barthes of today than the figure familiar from the writings published in his lifetime
The Master and His Emissary 2011-01-01 what if life is a game are you winning have you even decided
what winning is game design could be defined in many ways but here the term is used to denote the practice
of creating choices designing a game in this sense involves crafting limits rewards incentives and risks in
such a way that the person who interacts with the game the player makes choices that have
consequences edward castronova urges readers to think about the fundamentals of the human condition
and compare them to different games that we all know in some ways life is like an idle game providing
unchallenging distractions that fit easily into a person s daily routine in other ways life is like the game
minesweeper you poke in different places to learn about what you don t know taking care to avoid big
explosions or life is like a role playing game you adopt a persona and speak your part always seeking
adventure bringing together questions relating to diverse fields such as politics economics sociology and
philosophy castronova persuades readers to broaden the scope of game design to answer questions
about life s everyday obstacles the object of this book is to take seriously the idea that life is a game
the goal is not to make readers wealthier or healthier its goal is to go on a journey into the human
condition with game design as a guide
Boredom 2020-09-04 nonfiction from malcolm gladwell francine prose jonathan franzen and more there is
not a dud in the bunch an exhilarating collection publishers weekly starred review whether a personal
reflection on a wife s decline from alzheimer s a critique of the overdiagnosis of mood disorders a
lighthearted look at menopause a friend s commentary on david foster wallace s heartbreaking suicide or
a memoir of teaching underprivileged children this collection highlights the best essays of the year with
contributions from benjamin anastas marcia angell miah arnold geoffrey bent robert boyers dudley
clendinen paul collins mark doty mark edmundson joseph epstein jonathan franzen malcolm gladwell peter
hessler ewa hryniewicz yarbrough garret keizer david j lawless alan lightman sandra tsing loh ken murray
francine prose richard sennett lauren slater jose antonio vargas wesley yang a trove of fine writing on
big issues kirkus reviews
Antonioni and the Aesthetics of Impurity 2016-10-20 this fully revised and updated 2nd edition provides
a comprehensive reference guide to existentialism featuring key chapters on key existentialist thinkers as
well as chapters applying existentialism to subject areas ranging across politics literature feminism
religion the emotions cognitive science and poststructuralism contemporary developments in the field of
existentialism that speak to issues of identity and exclusion are explored in 4 new chapters on race gender
disability and technology whilst the 5th new chapter new chapter outlines analytic philosophy s
complicated relationship to existentialism presenting the field of existentialism beyond the european
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tradition this edition also includes a new key thinker chapter on frantz fanon alongside kierkegaard
nietzsche heidegger sartre and de beauvoir as well as new engagement with the work of scholars on race
and existentialism including lewis r gordon george yancy and richard wright the resources section at the
end of the book includes an updated a to z glossary and timeline of key events texts and thinkers in
existentialism as well as a list of relevant organisations and an annotated guide to further reading
making this 2nd edition an invaluable text for scholars and students alike
The Afterlives of Roland Barthes 2020-09-17 i ve never kept a journal roland barthes declared in 1979
or rather i ve never known if i should keep one the form itself he continued was inferior and unnecessary a
minor mania of writing barthes died months making this statement and the years since then have revealed
that he had actually been concealing a fondness for diary writing the publication in 1985 of incidents
brought to light an intimate journal entitled soir�es de paris while 2009 saw the appearance of two
much longer diaries kept by barthes following the death of his mother in 1977 and during a trip to china in
1974 respectively further journals lie in the archive unpublished and largely unseen it is not clear if
these will ever enter the public domain this collection which brings together some of the most prominent
scholars in the field considers the present implications of roland barthes journals how do these diaries
invite us to reconsider aspects of barthes work which have become familiar through his reception as one
of the twentieth century s most influential literary and cultural critics what do they allow us to see
for the first time what is their relation to the works whose appearance barthes authorised during his
lifetime where and how do they fit in his oeuvre how do they relate to each other across moment and
mood why might they call for deliberations this book was originally published as a special issue of
textual practice
Life Is a Game 2012-10-02 eighteen strange whimsical and philosophical tales by the russian master of
the weird all now in english for the very first time when comrade punt does not wake up one moscow
morning he has died his pants dash off to work without him the ambitious pants soon have their own office
and secretary so begins the first of eighteen superb examples of sigizmund krzhizhanovsky s philosophical
and phantasmagorical stories where the stories included in two earlier nyrb collections memories of the
future and autobiography of a corpse are denser and darker the creations in unwitting street are on the
lighter side an ancient goblet brimful of self replenishing wine drives its owner into the drink a hypnotist s
attempt to turn a fly into an elephant backfires a philosopher s free floating thought struggles against
being enlettered in type and entombed in a book the soul of a politician turned chess master winds up in one
of his pawns an unsentimental parrot journeys from prewar austria to soviet russia
The Best American Essays 2012 2023-12-28 a brilliant sinuous exploration of family and childhood
memory by one of the most original british philosophers of the twentieth century germs is about first
things the seeds from which a life grows as well as about the illnesses it incurs the damage it sustains
written at the end of his life by richard wollheim one of the major philosophers of the late twentieth
century the book is not the usual story of growing up and getting on but a brilliant recovery and
evocation of childhood consciousness and unconsciousness an eerily precise rendering of that primitive
formative world we all come from in which we do not know either the world or ourselves for sure and
things houses clothes meals parents loom large around us as indispensable as they are out of our
control richard wollheim s remarkably original memoir is a disturbing enthralling dispassionate but also
deeply personal depiction of a child standing fascinated and fearful on the threshold of individual life
The Bloomsbury Handbook of Existentialism 2018-11-08 a masterwork about backcountry life by one
of brazil s most celebrated novelists paulo hon�rio is a sometime field hand who has kicked and clawed
and schemed his way to prosperity becoming master of the decrepit estate s�o bernardo where once upon a
time he toiled he is ruthless in his exploitation of his fellow man but when he makes a match with a fine
young woman he is surprised to discover that this latest acquisition as he sees it may be somewhat
harder to handle it is in paulo hon�rio s own rough hewn voice that the great brazilian writer graciliano
ramos often compared to william faulkner tells this gritty and dryly funny story of triumph and
comeuppance a tour de force of the writer s art that is beautifully captured in padma viswanathan s new
translation
Deliberations: The Journals of Roland Barthes 1972 the first appearance of alice goodman s two
internationally renowned and controversial libretti alongside one of her masterful translations an nyrb
classics original nixon in china and the death of klinghoffer played a crucial role in bringing opera back to
life as a contemporary art form and they have been popular and in the case of klinghoffer highly
controversial ever since they were first staged by the director peter sellars in the eighties and nineties
both operas were conceived from the start as collaborations between composer and writer and their
power is due as much to the dazzlingly constructed and deeply felt libretti of the poet alice goodman as
they are to john adams s music nixon in china is a story at once heroic comic and unnerving of men and
women making history and of their different conceptions of what history is and what it means to makes it
klinghoffer by contrast has at its center the tragedy of an innocent man condemned at the cost of his life
to play a part in history history is our mother which takes its title from a line sung by the title
character in nixon in china brings goodman s two libretti together for the first time in book form included
alongside goodman s no less inspired translation of emanuel schikaneder s famous libretto to the magic
flute these vivid dramas of character and searching meditations on fate are here revealed as among the
most original ambitious and accomplished poetic achievements of our time
The Existentialism of Alberto Moravia 2020-08-18 fran�oise gilot s candid memoir remains the most
revealing portrait of picasso written and gives fascinating insight into the intense and creative life
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shared by two modern artists fran�oise gilot was in her early twenties when she met the sixty one year
old pablo picasso in 1943 brought up in a well to do upper middle class family who had sent her to
cambridge and the sorbonne and hoped that she would go into law the young woman defied their wishes
and set her sights on being an artist her introduction to picasso led to a friendship a love affair and a
relationship of ten years during which gilot gave birth to picasso s two children paloma and claude
gilot was one of picasso s muses she was also very much her own woman determined to make herself into
the remarkable painter she did indeed become life with picasso written with carlton lake and published in
1961 is about picasso the artist and picasso the man we hear him talking about painting and sculpture
his life his career as well as other artists both contemporaries and old masters we glimpse picasso in his
many and volatile moods dismissing his work exultant over his work entertaining his various
superstitions being an anxious father but life with picasso is not only a portrait of a great artist at
the height of his fame it is also a picture of a talented young woman of exacting intelligence at the
outset of her own notable career
Unwitting Street 2021-02-02 a beguiling fable about a summer holiday in the swedish countryside that
transforms into a provocative parable about oppression and the evil awaiting europe as the nazis came
to power castle gripsholm the best and most beloved work by kurt tucholsky is a short novel about an
enchanted summer holiday it begins with an assignment tucholsky s publisher wants him to write something
light and funny otherwise about whatever tucholsky wants a deal is struck and the story is off about
peter a writer his girlfriend known as the princess and a summer vacation far from the hurly burly of
berlin peter and the princess have rented a small house attached to a historic castle in sweden and they
have five weeks of long days and white nights at their disposal five weeks for swimming and walking and
sex and talking and visits with peter s buddy karlchen and with billie the princess s best friend it is perfect
until they meet a weeping girl fleeing the cruel headmistress of a home for children the vacationers decide
they must free the girl and send her back to her mother in switzerland which brings about an encounter
with authority that casts a worrying shadow over their radiant summer idyll soon they must return to
germany what kind of fairy tale are they living in
Germs 2020-05-05 the first complete english translation of the nineteenth century austrian innovator s
evocative elemental cycle of novellas for kafka he was my fat brother thomas mann called him one of the
most peculiar enigmatic secretly audacious and strangely gripping storytellers in world literature often
misunderstood as an idyllic poet of beetles and buttercups the nineteenth century austrian writer
adalbert stifter can now be seen as a radical experimenter with narrative and a forerunner of nature
writing s darker currents one of his best known works the novella cycle motley stones now appears in
its first complete english translation a rendition that respects the bracing strangeness of the original in
six thematically linked novellas including the beloved classic rock crystal human dramas play out amid
the natural cycles of the alps or the urban rhythms of vienna environments so keenly observed that they
emerge as the tales most indomitable protagonists stifter s human characters are equally haunting
children braving perils eccentrics and loners harboring enigmatic torments we seek to glimpse the gentle
law that guides the human race stifter famously wrote what he glimpsed more often than not was the
abyss that lies behind the idyll the tension between his humane sensitivity and his dark visions is what
lends his writing its heartbreaking power
S�o Bernardo 2017-07-18 in the warring neo feudal society of this cross genre novel for fans of
cormac mccarthy and william gibson the greatest treasure is a dose of tellurium a magical drug
administered by a spike through the brain telluria is set in the future when a devastating holy war
between europe and islam has succeeded in returning the world to the torpor and disorganization of the
middle ages europe china and russia have all broken up the people of the world now live in an array of
little nations that are like puzzle pieces each cultivating its own ideology or identity a neo feudal
world of fads and feuds in which no one power dominates what does however travel everywhere is the
appetite for the special substance tellurium a spike of tellurium driven into the brain by an expert hand
offers a transforming experience of bliss incorrectly administered it means death the fifty chapters of
telluria map out this brave new world from fifty different angles as vladimir sorokin always a virtuoso
of the word introduces us to among many other figures partisans and princes peasants and party leaders
a new knights templar a harem of phalluses and a dog headed poet and philosopher who feasts on carrion
from the battlefield the book is an immense and sumptuous tapestry of the word carnivalesque and cruel
and max lawton sorokin s gifted translator has captured it in an english that carries the charge of
cormac mccarthy and william gibson
History is Our Mother: Three Libretti 2019-06-11 to celebrate the 20th anniversary of nyrb classics a
handpicked anthology of selections from the series in greek mythology ariadne gave theseus a ball of red
thread to guide him through the labyrinth and the red thread offers a path through and a way to explore
the ins and outs and twists and turns of the celebrated nyrb classics series now twenty years old the
collection brings together twenty five pieces drawn from the more than five hundred books that have
come out as nyrb classics over the last twenty years stories essays interviews poems along with
chapters from novels and memoirs and other longer narratives have been selected by edwin frank the series
editor to chart a distinctive entertaining and thought provoking course across the expansive and varied
terrain of the classics series
Life with Picasso 2019-05-07 the first ever collection of essays from across elizabeth hardwick s
illustrious writing career including works not seen in print for decades elizabeth hardwick wrote during
the golden age of the american literary essay for hardwick the essay was an imaginative endeavor a
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serious form criticism worthy of the literature in question in the essays collected here she covers civil
rights demonstrations in the 1960s describes places where she lived and locations she visited and writes
about the foundations of american literature melville james wharton and the changes in american fiction
though her reading is wide and international she contemplates writers lives women writers rebels
americans abroad and the literary afterlife of biographies letters and diaries selected and with an
introduction by darryl pinckney the collected essays gathers more than fifty essays for a fifty year
retrospective of hardwick s work from 1953 to 2003 for hardwick writes pinckney the poetry and
novels of america hold the nation s history here is an exhilarating chronicle of that history
Castle Gripsholm 2021-05-04 a best selling autobiographical depiction of class privilege bad romance
and political intrigue during world war ii in china now available in english for the first time eileen chang s
dark romance opens with julie living at a convent school in hong kong on the eve of the japanese invasion
her mother rachel long divorced from julie s opium addict father saunters around the world with various
lovers recollections of julie s horrifying but privileged childhood in shanghai clash with a flamboyant
sometimes incestuous cast of relations that crowd her life eventually back in shanghai she meets the
magnetic chih yung a traitor who collaborates with the japanese puppet regime soon they re in the throes
of an impassioned love affair that swings back and forth between ardor and anxiety secrecy and ruin like
julie s relationship with her mother her marriage to chih yung is marked by long stretches of separation
interspersed with unexpected little reunions chang s emotionally fraught bitterly humorous novel holds
a fractured mirror directly in front of her own heart
Motley Stones 2022-08-16 set during world war i this monumental philosophical novel about human
despair inspired albert camus own writing and prefigured the greater existential movement blood dark
tells the story of a brilliant philosopher trapped in a provincial town and of his spiraling descent into
self destruction cripure as his students call him the name a mocking contraction of critique of pure
reason despises his colleagues despairs of his charges and is at odds with his family the year is 1917 and
the slaughter of the first world war goes on and on with french soldiers not only dying in droves but
also beginning to rise up in protest still haunted by the memory of the wife who left him long ago cripure
turns his fury and scathing wit on everyone around him before he knows it a trivial dispute with a
complacently patriotic colleague has embroiled him in a duel
Telluria 2019-09-24 a classic of alternative biography and feminist writing this empathetic and witty
book gives due to a lesser figure of history mary ellen peacock meredith who was brilliant
unconventional and at odds with the constraints of victorian life many people have described the famous
writer presiding at his dinner table he is famous everybody remembers his remarks we forget that there were
other family members at the table a quiet person now muffled by time shadowy whose heart pounded with
love perhaps or rage so begins the true history of the first mrs meredith and other lesser lives an
uncommon biography devoted to one of those lesser lives as the author points out a lesser life does not
seem lesser to the person who leads one such sympathy and curiosity compelled diane johnson to research
mary ellen peacock meredith 1821 1861 the daughter of the famous artist thomas love peacock 1785
1866 and first wife of the equally famous poet george meredith 1828 1909 her life treated
perfunctorily and prudishly in biographies of peacock or meredith is here exquisitely and unhurriedly given
its due what emerges is the portrait of a brilliant well educated woman raised unconventionally by her
father only to feel more forcefully the constraints of the victorian era first published in 1972 lesser
lives has been a key text for feminists and biographers alike a book that reimagined what biography might
be both in terms of subject and style biographies of other lesser lives have since followed in its footsteps
but few have the wit elegance and empathy of johnson s seminal work
The Red Thread: Twenty Years of NYRB Classics 2017-10-17 a fierce indictment of colonialism max
havelaar is a masterpiece of dutch literature based on the author s own experience as an adminstrator in
the dutch east indies in the 1850s a brilliantly inventive fiction that is also a work of burning political
outrage max havelaar tells the story of a renegade dutch colonial administrator s ultimately
unavailing struggle to end the exploitation of the indonesian peasantry havelaar s impassioned expos� is
framed by the fatuous reflections of an amsterdam coffee trader drystubble into whose hands it has
fallen thus a tale of the jungles and villages of indonesia is interknit with one of the houses and
warehouses of bourgeois amsterdam where the tidy profits from faraway brutality not only accrue but
are counted as a sign of god s grace multatuli meaning i have suffered greatly was the pen name of eduard
douwes dekker and his novel caused a political storm when it came out in holland max havelaar however
is as notable for its art as it is for its politics layering not only different stories but different ways of
writing including plays poems lists letters and a wild accumulation of notes to furious hilarious and
disconcerting effect this masterpiece of dutch literature confronts the fixities of power with the protean
and subversive energy of the imagination
The Collected Essays of Elizabeth Hardwick 2018-01-16 this book casts the poet and filmmaker pier
paolo pasolini in a fresh light his life and work in relation to the visual and performance arts of his time
in both europe and the us lavishly illustrated with both documentary and fine art images it shows how
essentially conservative pasolini was politically and aesthetically despite his reputation as an avant
garde writer and filmmaker but it also shows how truly advanced pasolini was when it comes to
interdisciplinary art making him enormously relevant today
Little Reunions 2017-10-17
Blood Dark 2020-06-23
The True History of the First Mrs. Meredith and Other Lesser Lives 2019-03-05
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